In a large, prospective longitudinal study designed to monitor cardiac abnormalities in children born to women who are infected with the human immunodeficiency virus, instead of a single outcome variable, there are multiple binary outcomes (e.g. abnormal heart rate, abnormal blood pressure and abnormal heart wall thickness) considered as joint measures of heart function over time. In the presence of missing responses at some time points, longitudinal marginal models for these multiple outcomes can be estimated by using generalized estimating equations (GEEs), and consistent estimates can be obtained under the assumption of a missingness completely at random mechanism. When the missing data mechanism is missingness at random, i.e. the probability of missing a particular outcome at a time point depends on observed values of that outcome and the remaining outcomes at other time points, we propose joint estimation of the marginal models by using a single modified GEE based on an EM-type algorithm. The method proposed is motivated by the longitudinal study of cardiac abnormalities in children who were born to women infected with the human immunodeficiency virus, and analyses of these data are presented to illustrate the application of the method. Further, in an asymptotic study of bias, we show that, under a missingness at random mechanism in which missingness depends on all observed outcome variables, our joint estimation via the modified GEE produces almost unbiased estimates, provided that the correlation model has been correctly specified, whereas estimates from standard GEEs can lead to substantial bias.
Introduction
Longitudinal data are frequently collected in social science studies as well as in health studies such as acquired immune deficiency syndrome, cardiovascular and cancer clinical trials. Although most statistical methods focus on a single outcome of interest at each time point, in many longitudinal studies, multiple outcomes are measured at each time point. For example, in longitudinal studies of cardiac function, many binary measures of heart function are collected at each time point, and focusing on just a single outcome over time, say abnormal blood pressure, may provide an incomplete picture of cardiac function. This is particularly true for the 'Pediatric pulmonary and cardiac complications (PPCC) of vertically transmitted HIV infection' study (Lipshultz et al., 1998) , which was a large, prospective longitudinal study that was designed to monitor heart disease and the progression of cardiac abnormalities in children who had been born to women infected with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Previous results (Lipshultz et al., 1998 (Lipshultz et al., , 2000 (Lipshultz et al., , 2002 from the PPCC study have shown that subclinical cardiac abnormalities develop early in children who are born to HIV-infected women, and that they are frequent, persistent and often progressive. Cardiac abnormalities include cardiomyopathy (decreased left ventricular (LV) contractility) and reduced pumping ability of the heart (low LV fractional shortening). In the PPCC study, cardiovascular function was measured approximately every year, including at birth, for up to 6 years, in a birth cohort of 393 infants who had been born to women infected with HIV type 1 (HIV-1); this yielded up to seven measurements on each child. The 393 children in this study (Lipshultz et al., 1998) were enrolled between May 1990 and April 1993. To understand longitudinal change in heart function better, multiple dichotomous measures of heart function (low LV fractional shortening, decreased LV contractility, abnormal heart rate and abnormal blood pressure) must be jointly modelled over time.
Thus, the PPCC data can be considered to be multivariate in two aspects: more than one outcome variable at any time point, and multiple time points. In this paper, we focus on marginal regression models for multivariate longitudinal binary data, where the marginal probability of an abnormal outcome over time is related to a set of covariates. Here, we are primarily interested in estimating the marginal regression parameters for each outcome. We treat the association between multiple measures, and across time, as a nuisance characteristic of the data, but we propose a parsimonious model for the association structure. In the marginal models, we assume that each outcome has a different set of marginal regression parameters. For example, the marginal regression parameters for abnormal blood pressure and abnormal heart rate over time are distinct.
Although most studies are designed to collect complete data on all participants, missing data very commonly arise and must be properly accounted for in the analysis. For example, in the PPCC study, each patient was supposed to have an echocardiogram every year for the first 6 years of life, including at birth. However, a feature of this study which complicates the analysis is missing outcome data; for example, only one (0.25%) of the 393 patients had outcomes that were measured at all seven occasions. All four outcomes (fractional shortening, contractility, heart rate and blood pressure) were either measured or not measured at each point in time. Thus, we do not have missingness within time points; either the whole set of outcomes is observed at any time point or is missing. Table 1 gives the frequency distribution of the number of echocardiograms per individual, and Table 2 shows the number of subjects who were seen at each of the seven possible occasions. As we see from Table 1 , only 21% of the subjects were seen more than three times. In Table 2 , we see that 262 of the 393 children (66.7%) had baseline measurements; after birth, the percentage of children with measurements of the outcomes slowly drops until only seven (1.8%) of the 393 subjects have the measures at 6 years of age. Most of the missing data are due to patients who 'drop out', i.e., once the patient has missed a scheduled visit, no more measurements of the outcome variables are obtained thereafter. However, there are 29 (3.9%) patients who missed at least one measurement occasion but returned at a later measurement occasion. Furthermore, as we shall see in Section 4, patients with HIV, abnormal blood pressure, abnormal heart rate and abnormal fractional shortening are more likely to be seen at later measurement occasions. This implies that missingness cannot be assumed to be a completely random process. None of the 393 children died, so we do not need to model survival time jointly along with the repeated measures data, as might be the case if death was related to the values of the repeated measures.
To estimate the regression parameters of marginal models, Liang and Zeger (1986) proposed the 'standard' generalized estimating equations (GEEs) to obtain consistent parameter estimates. This approach does not require the complete specification of the joint distribution of the repeated responses, but only the first two moments. When some individuals' response vectors are only partially observed, the standard GEE approach circumvents the problem of missing data by simply basing inferences on the observed responses, with correlations estimated by using 'all available pairs'. This approach yields consistent marginal regression parameter estimates provided that the responses are missing completely at random (MCAR) (Rubin, 1976; Laird, 1988) . In particular, when the outcome data are MCAR, missingness depends only on the covariates (that are included in the model), and the standard GEE provides consistent regression parameter estimates. However, when missingness is related to the observed data (covariates and observed responses), but conditionally independent of the missing responses given the observed data, the missing data are said to be missing at random (MAR) (Rubin, 1976; Laird, 1988) and standard GEEs can yield biased regression parameter estimates. In this paper we consider a modification of GEEs that yields regression parameter estimates with considerably less bias than the standard GEE when data are MAR and the 'working correlation' structure is the true correlation structure. The proposed modification uses the EM-type algorithm that was proposed by Lipsitz et al. (2000) for estimation of the correlation parameters. Lipsitz et al. (2000) showed that, with MAR missing data, their modified GEE was practically unbiased for the marginal model for a single outcome repeatedly measured over time, whereas the standard GEEs can be heavily biased. Although the association structure is usually treated as a nuisance in the GEE approach, the association structure must be correctly specified in the modified GEE to minimize the bias in estimating the marginal regression parameters.
Assuming that the longitudinal model for each outcome variable has a separate set of marginal regression parameters, we can estimate the marginal models by using separate GEEs for each outcome. These estimates will be consistent under data MCAR. However, just as in the case of a single outcome measured repeatedly over time, when data are MAR, these estimates are potentially biased. The modified GEE of Lipsitz et al. (2000) applied separately to each outcome will, in general, reduce the bias of the standard GEE, but bias will remain if missingness depends on all of the observed data (e.g. if missingness depends on observed outcomes other than the outcome being estimated via the separate GEEs). When data are MAR, it is likely that missingness can depend on all of the observed outcome data, and estimating the marginal models for each outcome separately, even by using the modified GEE, can still produce biased results. In this paper, we propose joint estimation of the marginal models for all outcomes by using a single modified GEE; in this modified GEE, one must also specify the association parameters among the different outcomes (e.g. between heart rate and blood pressure). We compare the proposed method with the standard GEE approach of Liang and Zeger (1986) .
In Section 4, using the binary measures of cardiac abnormalities in children who had been born to HIV-infected women, we show that discernibly different regression parameter estimates are obtained when using the various GEE approaches. In this example, we also describe a logistic regression procedure for exploring whether the data are MCAR compared with MAR. Using the results of this logistic regression procedure, we discuss whether missingness at random is a plausible assumption for the data on cardiac abnormalities in children who were born to HIVinfected women. These analyses illustrate the potential for bias under different assumptions about missingness. To make more general recommendations to the applied investigator, as well as to complement the results of these data analyses, in Section 5 we conduct an asymptotic study of bias of the different GEE approaches. In this study of asymptotic bias, we show that if the missing data are MAR, and missingness depends on all observed outcomes, then joint estimation via the modified GEE produces almost unbiased estimates, assuming that the correlation model has been correctly specified; in contrast, the standard GEE can yield highly biased estimates.
An alternative to GEEs is estimation of the parameters via a full likelihood approach. To formulate a full likelihood under data MAR, one must specify a joint model for the binary outcomes within each time point as well as across time points. Unfortunately, the full likelihood approach has many nuisance parameters, and it can be conceptually difficult to model higher order associations in a flexible and interpretable manner that is consistent with the model for the marginal expectations (e.g. Bahadur (1961) ). Full likelihood approaches are complicated algebraically since, given a marginal model for the vector of repeated outcomes, the multinomial probabilities cannot, in general, be expressed in closed form as a function of the model parameters. Finally, maximum likelihood estimation can be computationally prohibitive, especially when the number of outcomes at each time and the number of times is large, since the number of multinomial probabilities grows exponentially with the number of repeated measures. For instance, in our example, there are seven measurement occasions and four outcomes, meaning a full likelihood under data MAR requires the specification of a multinomial distribution with 2 7×4 = 268 435 456 joint probabilities. As a result, maximum likelihood estimation is feasible for only a relatively small number of repeated measures (say, fewer than 5). Also, unlike GEEs, to obtain asymptotically unbiased estimates, the full joint distribution of the data must be correctly specified.
Thus, one of the chief attractions of our modified GEE approach over maximum likelihood is that it significantly eases the numerical complexities of the full likelihood approach by only requiring specification and estimation of pairwise association parameters. Further, it alleviates the need to specify and estimate many nuisance parameters that are needed in a full likelihood approach. In addition, with MAR missing data, approximately asymptotically unbiased estimators of the regression parameters can be obtained provided that the first two moments are correctly specified when using the modified GEE. Thus, when using the proposed modified GEE approach with MAR missing data, the key requirement is that the marginal model and the model for bivariate associations for all outcomes must be correctly specified and estimated simultaneously.
Notation and distributional assumptions
Suppose that K binary random variables are collected at prespecified time points t, t = 1, . . . , T , as in the PPCC study in which echocardiograms were to be taken every year from birth until 6 years of age. Let Y ikt be the kth binary random variable .k = 1, . . . , K/ collected on subject i .i = 1, . . . , n/ at time t. Then, for the kth outcome variable from the ith individual measured at T times, we can form a T × 1 response vector Y ik = .Y ik1 , . . . , Y ikT / (for k = 1, . . . , K/. In principle, each of the K outcome variables can have its own set of covariates. However, for simplicity, we assume that each outcome has the same set of covariates and these covariates are fully observed. We denote the J × 1 covariate vector for subject i as x i . The main interest here is in the marginal model for each binary outcome Y ikt , which we assume follows a logistic regression. The marginal distribution of Y ikt is Bernoulli with success probability
. 1/ Even though we assume that the covariate vector x i is the same for all outcome variables, we assume that the regression parameter vector β k is distinct across the K outcomes. For outcome k, the p ikt s can be grouped to form a T × 1 vector p ik containing the marginal probabilities of success over time, The association between a pair of binary outcomes is typically measured in terms of marginal odds ratios (Plackett, 1965) or marginal correlations (Bahadur, 1961) . For ease of exposition, here, we discuss marginal correlations, which are a function of the unknown parameter vector α. We propose an auto-regressive-type correlation structure that is an extension of the correlation model that was proposed by Galecki (1994) . In general, for outcomes .j, k/ and times .s, t/, the correlation model is
.2/ where −1 < α jk < 1, − 1 < α 2jk < 1, and I.·/ is an indicator variable. In particular, for the same outcome variable .k = j/ at two different points in time s = t, the model is first order auto-regressive,
kk : For different outcomes .j = k/ at the same point in time .s = t/, the model is
.3/ and, for different outcomes .j = k/ at different points in time .s = t/, the model is
jk → 1 and ρ i,js,kt → α jk , so equation (4) agrees with equation (3). For the correlation structure that is given by equation (2), there are K.K + 1/=2α kk s and
In general, the joint distribution of Y ijs and Y ikt is bivariate binary (Bahadur, 1961) ,
From equation (5), the joint probability that Y ijs = 1 and Y ikt = 1 equals
this result is used in the GEE approach that is discussed in the next section. Lipsitz et al. (2000) showed that, for a single outcome variable measured repeatedly over time, a modified GEE which uses an EM-type algorithm was practically unbiased for the marginal model when the missing data are MAR, whereas the standard GEE of Liang and Zeger (1986) could be highly biased. In data sets such as ours with multivariate longitudinal data, i.e. multiple outcomes measured over time, we would typically estimate the regression parameters β k by applying separate GEEs to each outcome. The modified GEE of Lipsitz et al. (2000) applied separately to each outcome will reduce the bias of the standard GEE but will still lead to bias if missingness depends on all of the observed data (for example, if separate GEEs are used, there will be bias in the estimated marginal model for abnormal blood pressure if missingness depends on the previous value of fractional shortening). When data are MAR, it is likely that missingness can depend on all of the observed outcome data, and estimating the marginal models for each outcome separately, even by using the modified GEE, can still produce biased results. In this section, we describe joint estimation of the marginal models for all outcomes by using a single modified GEE with the TK × 1 outcome vector Y i containing all outcomes over times.
Generalized estimating equations
When there are no missing data, the GEEs for β are given by
where D i = @p i .β/=@β, and V i = V i .α, β/ is the TK × TK 'working' or approximate covariance matrix of Y i (Liang and Zeger, 1986) ; β is the JK vector of regression parameters. Since Y ikt is binary, the corresponding diagonal elements of V i are var.Y ikt / = p ikt .1 − p ikt /, which are specified entirely by the marginal distributions (i.e. by β). A general off-diagonal element of V i is cov.Y ijs , Y ikt / = p i,js,kt − p ijs p ikt , where p i,js,kt is specified in equation (6).
When there are missing outcome data, we can write
is a C i × 1 vector containing the observed components of Y i and Y m,i is a .TK − C i / × 1 vector containing the missing components of Y i . If the missing data are MAR, a consistent estimate of β can be obtained by setting the conditional expectation of u 1 .β/ in equation (7), which is denoted u Å 1 .β/, to 0 and solving forβ. Here, the conditional expectation is taken with respect to the conditional distribution of the missing data given the observed data. In particular,
In equation (8), we have conditioned on the observed data (a partition of the full vector Y i /.
Heuristically, using method-of-moment ideas, since E{u Å 1 .β/} = 0, and we are solving u Å 1 .β/ = 0 forβ,β is consistent.
Note, however, that the computation of the conditional expectation of Y i given .Y o,i , x i / requires the full specification of the distribution of Y i . With a vector of TK binary responses, there are 2 TK possible response sequences, and Y i has a multinomial distribution with 2 TK joint cell probabilities. If we specify all 2 TK joint cell probabilities to calculate the conditional expectation of Y i given .Y o,i , x i /, we might as well use maximum likelihood since the full likelihood will be specified; further, equation (8) with E.Y i |Y o,i , x i / correctly specified would be identical to the part of the maximum likelihood score vector for estimating β. The primary appeal of GEEs lies in avoiding the full specification of this joint distribution of Y i . In particular, as opposed to maximum likelihood, our proposed GEE requires specification only of the first two moments. Therefore, we consider an approximation for E.Y i |Y o,i , x i /, based on the multivariate normal distribution, that avoids the full specification of the joint distribution of Y i . Thus, our motivation for using the multivariate normal approximation is to find as simple approximation as possible to the first two moments of the joint multinomial distribution of the data; in other settings, we have found that this approximation works very well (Lipsitz et al., 2000) . In particular, we propose to replace E.Y i |Y o,i , x i / in equation (8) by the corresponding expression for this conditional expectation when Y i is assumed to have a multivariate normal distribution,
.9/ where 
Although not derived by using the multivariate normal approximation for E.Y i |Y o,i , x i /, the standard GEEs for β, as originally proposed by Liang and Zeger (1986) and Prentice (1988) , are identical to expression (10). The difference between the standard GEEs of Liang and Zeger and our approach is in the estimating equations for α (and thus V o,i ). Different estimates of V o,i produce different solutions to expression (10), so, even though the form of the estimating equations for β are identical, the estimates of β will be different when V o,i is estimated by different approaches. In our experience, we have found, when data are MAR, as long as V i is specified correctly, and consistently estimated, we expect the estimate of β to have little bias. With MAR missing data, for any GEE, the solutionβ is asymptotically normal with mean β Å , where β Å may not necessarily equal the true β. Further, the covariance matrix is given by the so-called sandwich estimator that was proposed by Huber (1967) , White (1982) and Royall (1986) . In particular, the asymptotic covariance matrix ofβ can be consistently estimated with
.11/ In the usual case where V i , and specifically α, is unknown, we must parameterize and estimate ρ i,js,kt = corr.Y iks , Y ikt |x i /. Prentice (1988) suggested a second set of estimating equations for α by first forming the cross-products Y ijs Y ikt , which have expected value p i,js,kt = E.Y ijs Y ikt |x i , α/ (the joint probabilities in equation (6) 
In contrast, Liang and Zeger's standard GEE approach is based on an 'all-available-pairs' estimator. To estimate corr.Y is , Y it /, the 'all-available-pairs' method uses all subjects who are observed at times s and t; thus a subject contributes all pairs of times at which she or he is observed. Since the number of subjects who are observed at the different pairs of times can be different, the sample size that is used to estimate the different pairwise correlation coefficients can also be different. It is well known (Little and Rubin, 2002 ) that this method can lead to an estimate of V o,i that is not positive definite, and very biased when data are MAR. In contrast, our proposed estimator of α based on the multivariate normal conditional expectation Y ijs Y ikt given Y o,i leads to an estimate of α and thus V o,i that will be positive definite and have minimal bias (Fitzmaurice et al., 2001) . To obtain approximately unbiased estimates by using GEEs, the multivariate normal approximation must be used for both the first, E.Y ijs |Y o,i , x i /, and the second, E.Y ijs Y ikt |Y o,i , x i /, moments. In summary, the primary difference between the proposed 'modified' GEE and the standard GEE is in the method of estimating V o,i . As will be demonstrated later, this will have a huge effect on the resulting bias in the estimate of β.
In summary, the proposed modified GEE estimate is the solution to expression (10) with α replaced by the solution to our second set of estimating equations after replacing Y ijs Y ikt with its approximate conditional expectation given Y o,i under multivariate normality. The modified GEE yields consistent estimates of β when data are MCAR and, on the basis of the results of Lipsitz et al. (2000) for a single outcome measured repeatedly over time, we expect minimal bias under data MAR when the covariance structure (V i ) is correctly specified. Note, though, that this requires that all correlations, both for each outcome over time and across different outcomes (at a given time or at different times), be correctly specified. Also, the modified GEE applied separately to each outcome can be thought of as a special case of our proposed modified GEE, with 'working correlation' of independence across different outcomes. If the data are MAR,
with V o,i estimated by using the multivariate normal approximation for E.Y ijs Y ikt |Y o,i , x i /, may nonetheless have mean close to 0. When this is so, then the modified GEE will be approximately unbiased. The unbiasedness of any GEE approach requires unbiased estimates of V i , so correct linear combinations of the residuals .Y o,i − p o,i / are taken in these estimating equations; our experience has found that if the estimate of V i is poor and highly biased, such as under data MAR with an 'all-available-pairs' approach, then the resulting estimate of β can be highly biased. We explore this conjecture in a study of asymptotic bias in Section 5, where the bias of the estimate from our joint modified GEE is compared with the bias of the estimate by using standard GEEs. Further, since they will be used often in practice, we also explore the bias of the GEE from separate estimation for each outcome, using both the modified approach and the standard approach.
Application: analysis of cardiac abnormalities in children born to women infected with the human immunodeficiency virus
Data from cross-sectional and short-term longitudinal studies (Lipshultz et al., 1998) have shown that children who are infected with HIV-1 have an increased risk of cardiovascular abnormalities. We aimed to investigate this hypothesis by using data from the PPCC study that was described in Section 1. The PPCC study is also used to illustrate the application of the methodology proposed. In the PPCC study, a birth cohort of 393 infants who were born to women infected with HIV-1 were to have cardiovascular function measured approximately every year from birth to age 6 years, giving up to seven measurements on each child. Of these 393 infants, 74 (18.8%) were HIV positive, and 319 (81.2%) were HIV negative. The main scientific interest is in determining whether HIV-1-infected children have worse heart function over time. To understand the change in heart function over time properly, four dichotomous measures of heart function are jointly modelled over time. These four measures of abnormal heart function are abnormal LV fractional shortening (1, yes; 0, no), decreased LV contractility (1, yes; 0, no), abnormal heart rate (1, yes; 0, no) and abnormal blood pressure (1, yes; 0, no). The main covariate of interest is the effect of HIV infection; other possible covariates that could be confounders are mother's smoking status during pregnancy (1, yes; 0, no), gestational age (in weeks) and birth weight standardized for age (1, abnormal; 0, normal) . A child of a mother who smokes is expected to have worse heart function. Children with younger gestational age and lower birth weight (standardized for gestational age) may also be at risk for cardiac problems.
Thus, to examine the effect of HIV-1 effect in these children who had been born to HIVinfected women, we considered the marginal logistic regression model log p ikt 1 − p ikt = β 0 + β 1 t + β 2 t 2 + β 3 HIV i + β 4 smoke i + β 5 age i + β 6 wt i , for t = 0, 1, . . . , 6, where HIV i equals 1 if the ith child is born with HIV-1 and equals 0 if otherwise, smoke i equals 1 if the mother smoked during pregnancy, and 0 otherwise, age i is the gestational age (in weeks) and wt i equals 1 if the child's birth weight for gestational age was abnormal, and 0 otherwise. To account for the association between the binary outcomes, the auto-regressive correlation structure that was given in equation (2) was used. As seen in Table 1 , a feature of this study which complicates the analysis is that there is a large amount of missing data, with only one out of the 393 children having outcomes that were measured at all seven occasions. To explore how missing data affect various estimation techniques, we compare the proposed joint modified GEE estimates of β with those obtained by using three alternative approaches using a first-order auto-regressive (AR1) correlation structure:
(a) the standard GEE approach using all available pairs, separately for each outcome; (b) the modified GEE approach, separately for each outcome; (c) joint standard GEEs using all available pairs.
In effect, approaches (a) and (b) assume that the correlation between different outcome variables, at the same or different times, is 0, i.e. corr.Y ijt , Y ikt |x i / = 0 for j = k. Before describing the results of the various GEE approaches, it is of interest to explore the missing data mechanism that might be generating the missing data. A somewhat informal way to assess whether the data are MCAR is to formulate a logistic regression model for missingness at each time point, given that the outcome data at the previous time point was observed. In particular, we define the indicator random variable R it which equals 1 if the outcomes {Y ijt } are observed at time t and 0 if .Y ijt / is unobserved, for t = 1, . . . , 6. Then the conditional probability of interest is
.12/ for t = 1, . . . , 6. This probability is estimable since the values of .Y i1,t−1 , . . . , Y i4,t−1 / are observed when R i,t−1 = 1. We fit a logistic regression model to π it with a linear time effect (quadratic was not significant), covariate effects corresponding to the four outcomes, .Y i1,t−1 , . . . , Y i4,t−1 / and interactions between time and .Y i1,t−1 , . . . , Y i4,t−1 /, between x i and .Y i1,t−1 , . . . , Y i4,t−1 /, and between the elements of .Y i1,t−1 , . . . , Y i4,t−1 /. Under data MCAR, all effects of the outcomes and interactions with the outcomes will be 0, e.g.
and any GEE approach will be approximately unbiased. There were 904 observations over time that contributed to this logistic regression; since these 904 were repeated measures from the 393 children, we fit a GEE under independence to estimate the logistic regression parameters for π it . Out of these 904 times when .Y i1,t−1 , . . . , Y i4,t−1 / was observed, .Y i1t , . . . , Y i4t / was observed at the next visit .R it = 1/ 448 times .49:6%/. The results are given in Table 3 . We kept all interactions in the model that were significant at level 0.10. We see that older patients with abnormal blood pressure at the previous visit are more likely to be seen at the current visit .p < 0:05/, patients with abnormal gestational age and abnormal heart rate at the previous visit are more likely to be seen at the current visit .p < 0:10/ and patients with both abnormal blood pressure and fractional shortening at the previous visit are more likely to be seen at the current visit .p < 0:10/. The last two effects are only marginally significant but could still be a factor about whether the standard GEE will be approximately unbiased. Thus, it does appear that the sicker patients are more likely to be seen; a GEE approach that minimizes the bias is warranted. Table 4 gives the estimates of β that were obtained by using the four different approaches; joint modified GEE, joint standard GEE, separate modified GEE and separate standard GEE. In general, assuming that the proposed joint modified GEE is correct, we see that the estimated relative differences (calculated as 1 minus the ratio of a given estimate to the proposed GEE estimate) are large for some effects. In particular, the standard GEE and the modified GEE (separately for each outcome), as well as the joint standard GEE, gave different estimates from those of the newly proposed estimate for the low birth weight effect for most outcomes, and for the mother smoked and gestational age effects on contractility. Although the joint standard GEE tends to have smaller relative difference than the standard GEE (separately for each outcome), it is not uniformly smaller than the modified GEE (separately for each outcome). We do note here, though, that if one chooses a 0.05 level of significance as a cut-off all three approaches give the same conclusions about which effects are significant. Further the estimated standard errors are very similar by using all approaches; we are mainly concerned with bias in this paper, but a simulation comparing finite sample mean-square error is a topic for future exploration. Overall, the results that are based on the newly proposed joint modified GEE suggest that the covariates appear to affect only the heart rate outcome significantly. Children with HIV have exp.0:9753/ ≈ 2:7 times the odds of having an abnormal heart rate than children without HIV; further, children whose mother smoked during pregnancy have exp.0:4453/ ≈ 1:6 times the odds of having an abnormal heart rate than children whose mother did not smoke.
Finally, without knowledge of the true model generating the data, we can only remark that these different approaches can yield discernibly different regression parameter estimates, but we cannot assess which method produces the most or least bias. To address the latter issue, we conducted an asymptotic study of bias that compared these methods for handling missing data. 
Asymptotic study of bias of β
In the asymptotic study of bias that follows, we assume that the models for the means, E.Y i |x i , β/, are correctly specified. Thus, bias will result only from the fact that the missing data are not MCAR. For simplicity, we consider the case of two binary outcomes at three time points, resulting in six correlated binary outcomes per subject. We assume a simple two-group configuration, e.g. active treatment versus placebo. Subjects are assumed to belong to either group with equal probability. To specify the true underlying joint distribution of the binary responses, we choose the model for correlated binary data that was first described by Bahadur (1961) , and later by Cox (1972) . With two binary outcomes at each of three times, there are six binary outcomes, and the joint distribution of an individual's responses is multinomial with 2 6 probabilities. Thus, in Bahadur's correlated binary model, the joint distribution of an individual's responses at the three times is multinomial, A variety of correlation structures were examined and the same overall pattern of results was obtained. For simplicity, the results from a true exchangeable correlation structure are presented here, in which ρ i,js,kt = α for α ∈ {0:1, 0:25} for all js = kt. Because of constraints on the joint distribution in equation (13), the maximum possible value of α is approximately 0.25; however, although it is not particularly large, this value still illustrates the substantial bias that can occur by using various GEE approaches.
The true dropout mechanism is assumed to depend on .Y ijt , Y ikt / at the previous times and on the group membership, with subjects dropping out at times 2 or 3. We define the indicator random variable R it which equals 1 if .Y ijt , Y ikt / is observed and 0 if .Y ijt , Y ikt / is unobserved, for t = 2, 3, and we define the dropout probability to equal logit{pr.R it = 0|R i1 = : : : = R i,t−1 = 1, y i11 , : : : , y i1t , y i21 , : : : , y i2t , x i , γ/} = γ 0 + γ G x i + γ y 1 y i1,t−1 + γ y 2 y i2,t−1 + γ Gy 1 x i y i1,t−1 + γ Gy 2 x i y i2,t−1 .14/ (t = 2, 3). In equation (14), the probability of being missing (or observed) at time t, given that the subject is observed at the previous occasions .R i1 = : : : = R i,t−1 = 1/, depends on the previous responses and on group membership. If γ y 1 = γ y 2 = γ Gy 1 = γ Gy 2 = 0, then the data are MCAR.
Next, we consider the derivation of the asymptotic bias ofβ. First, suppose that the missing data are MCAR; thenβ from any of the GEE methods that were described in Section 3 is consistent, i.e.β → P β. However, if the data are MAR, thenβ → P β Å , where β Å is not necessarily equal to β. The goal is to assess β Å − β, the asymptotic bias ofβ. Following Rotnitzky and Wypij (1994) , the asymptotic bias ofβ can be ascertained by solving the expected value of an estimating equation u.β/,
.15/ for β Å , where the expectation is taken with respect to the discrete distribution of .Y i , x i , R i2 , R i3 /. Basically, the expectation in equation (15) is a weighted sum, where the weights are the probability of the given realization of (Y i , x i , R i2 , R i3 ). Since there are 2 6 possible values of Y i , and two possible values for each of x i , R i2 and R i3 , then the multinomial distribution for .Y i , x i , R i2 , R i3 / will have J = 2 9 probabilities. In particular, E{u.β Å /} in equation (15) equals
, and the sum is over all J = 2 9 patterns of (Y i , x i , R i2 , R i3 ). We can solve for β Å by using any GEE program, where the 'data' consist of J = 2 9 'observations', each with weights pr.
Our main concern is with the bias in estimating β when missing data follow an MAR data dropout process. We consider the following approaches, all of which give asymptotically unbiased estimates under data MCAR:
(a) IND, estimation under the naive assumption of independence, i.e. ρ i,js,kt = 0 for all j, k, s and t; (b) sep-standard-GEE, GEE using all available pairs separately for each outcome; (c) sep-mod-GEE, the modified GEE approach, separately for each outcome; (d) joint-standard-GEE, a GEE with joint estimation using all available pairs; (e) joint-mod-GEE, our proposed modified GEE with joint estimation of the correlation for all outcomes.
Since all estimates are unbiased under an MCAR data dropout mechanism, any possible bias results only from the fact that the missing data are not MCAR. Table 5 gives the asymptotic bias of the various GEE approaches for various values of .γ 0 , γ G , γ y 1 , γ y 2 , γ Gy 1 , γ Gy 2 /, corresponding to dropout rates of approximately 15%, 30% and 50%. We specified three sets of γs. In the first set, missingness depends on both outcomes at the prior time, and all the GEE approaches use the correct exchangeable correlation model. In the second set, missingness depends on only the first outcome variable Y i1t at the prior time (γ y 2 = γ Gy 2 = 0/, and all the GEE approaches use the correct exchangeable correlation model. In this case, we might expect bias in the estimates of the parameters for outcome 2 for the GEE approaches with separate estimation for outcomes 1 and 2 over time, since this is akin to nonignorable missingess for outcome 2 (dropout depends on Y i1,t−1 , which is not in the estimation procedure for Y i2t /. In the third set, missingness depends on both outcomes at the prior time and all the GEE approaches use the wrong correlation model (AR1 instead of the true exchangeable model). This will provide insight into how the various GEE approaches perform when the mean is correctly specified but the correlation model is incorrect.
Examining the results in Table 5 , we see that the estimates under the naive assumption of independence have the largest bias; this approach should not be used when there is dropout. The sep-standard-GEE method has the next largest bias. Even with only 15% dropout, the 2) †The true marginal logistic model has parameters .β Gτ ,1 , β Gτ ,2 / = (−0.5, 0.5), and correlation ρ i,js,kt = α for all js = kt (exchangeable). ‡IND, naive assumption of independence; sep-standard, GEE using all available pairs, separately for each outcome; sep-mod, modified GEE, separately for each outcome; Joint-standard, GEE using all available pairs, and joint estimation with all outcomes; Joint-mod, modified GEE, and joint estimation with all outcomes. §RB %, relative bias percentage.
sep-standard-GEE approach can have as much as 15% relative bias. With 30% dropout, the relative bias of the sep-standard-GEE method can be as high as 33% and, with 50% dropout, the relative bias can be as high as 47%. The relative bias of the sep-standard-GEE approach seems to be similar regardless of whether dropout depends on the first outcome or both of the previous outcomes. Using the sep-mod-GEE method reduces the relative bias of the sep-standard-GEE method for all configurations. Finally, the joint-standard-GEE approach tends to have a similar magnitude of bias to that of the sep-mod-GEE approach. In general, when dropout depends on both outcomes at prior times, using the sep-mod-GEE method for the outcomes or the joint-standard-GEE method reduces the relative bias of the sep-standard-GEE method by approximately 33%; however, the relative bias of the sep-mod-GEE approach can still be substantial (as high as 23%), as can the bias of the joint-standard-GEE approach (as high as 21%). When dropout depends only on the first outcome at the prior time, the sep-mod-GEE method is unbiased for the regression parameters of this first outcome; this is to be expected since this is the exact case that was considered by Lipsitz et al. (2000) . However, in this case, the relative bias of the sep-mod-GEE method for the outcomes can be high for the regression parameters of the second outcome, as high as 44%; further, for the second outcome, the sepstandard-GEE and sep-mod-GEE methods perform very similarly. The joint-standard-GEE approach tends to have smaller bias for the second outcome than that of the sep-standard-GEE approach but has very high bias for the first outcome (as high as 36%). Our proposed approach (joint-mod-GEE) is asymptotically unbiased in all configurations when dropout depends on both outcomes at prior times, and the correlation model is correctly specified as exchangeable.
Finally, from Table 5 , we see that when dropout depends on both outcomes at prior times, and the correlation structure is incorrectly specified as AR1, the bias tends to be 2% larger in absolute value for any GEE approach when compared with correctly specifying the correlation. In particular, the joint-mod-GEE approach tends to have approximately 2% bias; thus, it, at least for this configuration, appears to be robust to misspecification of the correlation model.
When the four GEE approaches are considered, the results in Table 5 indicate that the sepstandard-GEE method can have quite appreciable bias. Although it reduces the bias over the sep-standard-GEE method, the sep-mod-GEE approach can still have substantial bias. Although tending to reduce the bias over the sep-standard-GEE method, the joint-standard-GEE approach still has appreciable bias. Not surprisingly, the magnitude of the bias in estimating β increases with increasing drop-out rates and increasing correlation. It is worth emphasizing that the overall pattern of results that are reported in Table 5 has been replicated in many other configurations that were considered but not reported here; because of the complexity of specifying a joint distribution for multivariate longitudinal binary data, all of these configurations had two binary outcomes at each of three time points.
Next, the findings from this asymptotic study of bias can be put in the context of the results from the example in Section 4. In the example, the missingness mechanism (Table 3) appears to depend on all outcomes except contractility. In this case, as in the second set of asymptotic calculations in which missingness does not depend on all outcome variables at the previous time, we see (Table 4 ) the largest relative differences in the GEE estimates (compared with the joint modified GEE) for the parameters of contractility. When using the GEE approaches with separate estimation for the outcomes over time, the missingness mechanism for contractility can be considered non-ignorable missingess (in Table 3 , dropout depends on the other outcomes, which are not in the estimation procedure for contractility) and can lead to considerable bias. For the other three outcomes, as in the first set of asymptotic calculations in which missingness depends on all outcome variables at the previous time, there can still be substantial relative differences in the GEE parameter estimates (compared with the joint modified GEE).
Finally, in general, as in the asymptotic study, the sep-standard-GEE method tends to produce the largest bias, with the sep-mod-GEE method having the next largest bias. The joint-standard-GEE approach tends to have the least bias, although, as in the second set of asymptotic studies for β Gτ ,1 , we see that the joint-standard-GEE method has a larger relative difference than the sep-standard-GEE method for the gestational age effect for the fractional shortening outcome.
Discussion
In this paper we consider multivariate binary data measured longitudinally. We have shown that joint estimation with all outcomes by using a modified GEE for handling MAR response data yields regression parameter estimates with less bias than the standard GEE or a modified GEE separately for each outcome, as well as joint estimation with a standard GEE. The proposed modified GEE uses an EM-type algorithm, where the EM-type algorithm is based on the multivariate normal distribution. Use of a multivariate normal distribution in the EMtype algorithm avoids having to specify the full joint distribution of the vector of multivariate longitudinal binary responses completely.
The results of the asymptotic study suggest that joint estimation using the modified GEE, with a correctly specified model for the correlation, has negligible bias. If the working correlation is misspecified, some bias can arise by using this approach. We found that the joint modified GEE had minimal .2%/ bias when the true correlation was exchangeable, and we estimated an AR1 correlation. At one extreme end of a misspecified correlation model, using the modified GEE separately for each outcome can be considered a special case of our proposed method in which the working correlation between different outcome variables is set to 0. Therefore, the proposed modified GEE approach must incorporate careful modelling of the correlations, which can be considered a potentially unattractive feature of the approach. However, most alternative approaches, including maximum likelihood and multiple imputation, also require correct specification of the correlations with MAR missing data. The only approach with MAR missing data that does not require correct specification of the correlations is weighted estimating equations, which require specification and estimation of the missing data mechanism. The downside to weighted estimating equations in this setting is twofold. First, it is less suitable for non-monotone missing data patterns such as ours and, second, the estimation of the missing data mechanism can involve many more additional nuisance parameters than the joint modified GEE.
The configurations that were used in the asymptotic study of bias were somewhat simpler than the scenario that is actually encountered in the example. Despite this, the pattern of results from the asymptotic study suggests what methods are more suitable for the data from this example. Because of the broad range of possible data configurations and underlying probability distributions generating the data, it is difficult to draw definitive conclusions from the asymptotic studies. Nonetheless, in terms of bias, in the asymptotic study that is reported here, the joint estimation using the modified GEE appears to perform discernibly better than the standard GEE (joint or separate estimation) and modified GEE separately across outcomes. In this paper, we are mainly concerned with bias. In the example, the estimated standard errors are very similar by using all approaches; however, in simulations for univariate longitudinal data, Lipsitz et al. (2000) found that the modified GEE estimate in some cases could have substantially smaller variances than the standard (all available pairs) GEE estimate. We would expect this relationship to hold for joint GEE estimation, but this is a topic for future exploration.
Since the method proposed is computationally feasible, we can recommend that it replace the standard GEE in cases where there are missing data. Thus, when estimating the marginal regression parameters for multivariate, longitudinal binary data, to protect against missingness that could depend on any or all of the outcomes, we suggest the use of our proposed method to estimate the regression parameters jointly. Even in settings where there is interest only in the marginal regression model for a single outcome variable over time, the method proposed has the potential to protect against biases that might arise when missingness depends on other outcome variables. Finally, although it was not explored here, the approach can be easily extended to handle the case when there are partially observed data at each time point.
